
 Mouse puppet (or your own 
toy) from EM13 

 Sequence pictures of a 
mouse cooking, eating and 
having finished their 
porridge

 A simple screen to be the 
‘mouse hole’

 Some sunflower seeds or 
similar

10–15 minutes

THE MOUSE LOOKS FOR FOOD

Introduction: Tell your child that Mouse is coming to visit them. Have Mouse pop its head above the screen; move 
it along the screen making appropriate, high-pitched squeaking noises, e.g. ‘ee..ee…ee…ee...ee’.

Play the game ‘It’s Breakfast Time!’ Say: Let’s pretend we’re members of the same Mouse family, I’m the Mummy 
Mouse and it’s breakfast time!

Show the pictures of the mice with porridge, while you talk through the sequence of preparing and serving 
breakfast. Say: Do you know what the mouse family eats for breakfast? Porridge! Now let me see, what do I have 
to do first? (make the porridge). Then what happens? (give the mice some porridge). And then what? (there’s no 
porridge left in the bowls/the mice feel full).

Now chant this rhyme and do the appropriate actions, encouraging your child to join in as the mouse:

Mummy Mouse has a great big pot ‘Cook’ the porridge – hold out one hand palm up for the ‘pot’ 
And she’s cooked some porridge hot and make a fist with the other hand to ‘stir’ above it.

Every mouse will get a share Your child holds their hands out and you ‘ladle’ a spoonful of 
‘Til there’s no more porridge there. porridge for them to mime eating.

And now there’s no more porridge there Hold out open palms to indicate all gone! 
But all of us have had a share. Rub tummies to indicate satisfaction.

We wash our paws; we have a drink Mime washing hands and drinking from a glass.
It’s time for us to play I think. Stand up and wave arms.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can participate enthusiastically in the games, entering into the world of pretend play, e.g. pretending to be mice, looking for 
food and eating food.
Your child can respond to the your instructions, using actions to represent aspects of mouse behaviour.
Your child can respond appropriately to a basic communicative gesture (they come when beckoned).

To develop fluency in the use of a variety of communicative gestures 
To respond appropriately to non-verbal communication
To use gestures to represent actions (e.g. cooking, eating, searching, listening)
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Play the game ‘It’s Dinner Time!’ 

Get Mouse ready behind the screen again and say: Look! Many hours have passed and here’s Mouse come to visit again!  Say the rhyme and do the 
actions:

Mouse comes out of the mouse hole……………. Mouse’s head pops up above screen. 
What do you think he needs?................................ Mouse sniffs around, left and right.
Mouse is very hungry…………………………………………….. Mouse searches i.e. scuttles along the top of the screen, this way and that.
Are there any seeds? …………………………………………….. Mouse continues searching.
‘Ee..ee..ee..!’…………………………………………………………………... Give Mouse some seeds.

Now say: Let’s pretend that we are members of the same Mouse family, like before. I’m the Mummy Mouse and it’s nearly dinner time now. But we 
haven’t got any food this time so we’re going to have to go searching. What shall we look for? (grains and seeds).

Pretend to be mice looking for food. Encourage your child to join in and imitate you. Say the rhyme:

The little mice are all running about………………………..…… Stand on tiptoe and jog around the room, hands bent to represent paws; make squeaking noises.
They are very hungry, and looking for dinner…………… Run backwards and forwards.
They are sniffing for grain and seeds…………………………..… Stop, twitch noses and sniff, turning heads from side to side.
They are looking for dinner, sniffing for food……………. Run backwards and forwards, looking in all the corners of the room. Periodically stop, twitch noses 

and sniff, turning heads from side to side. 
And now they have found some!.......................................... Make squeaking noises ‘ee…ee…ee….ee’.

Play the game ‘Mother Is Calling Her Little Mice’

Put a chair out (for each child playing). Explain that their chairs are ‘home’. Say: It is time for the little mice to go out to play, but I, Mummy Mouse, 
have to go outside first. I have to check whether Cat’s about.

Walk around the room checking for Cat. Hold your hands up like paws, look from side to side and sniff. Periodically shake your head and whisper, ‘No 
Cat here’.

When you have finished checking carefully for the cat, find a space and then wave and beckon to your child without saying a word.

If your child doesn’t respond to the gesture correctly, ask: What does the Mummy Mouse want to say? Why is she waving and beckoning? (Mummy 
Mouse is calling her little mice; she means ‘come here’; it’s safe to come out and play because there is no Cat about). Repeat the gesture and the 
explanation until they come over to follow you. 

Repeat the game several times; if your child is playing confidently you could swap and offer them to be Mummy Mouse.

Summarise the activity by asking your child some gentle questions: What was the Mummy Mouse doing? What did the Mummy Mouse want to say? 
Why did she wave and beckon? (Mummy Mouse was looking for Cat; she saw it was safe; she called her little mice outside to play and she said ‘come 
here’ without using words, by waving and beckoning).

THE MOUSE LOOKS FOR FOOD – continued
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Cut out the 3 mouse pictures separately.
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